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DAY 1 general introduction (the Projection Principle, the è-Criterion, the Uniformity of Theta Assignment
Hypothesis, the configurational mapping of thematic relations in syntax); the syntax of predication
– asymmetry, non-directionality, domain-insensitivity; canonical and reverse predication; predicate
inversion and the syntax of copular elements; predication in the complex noun phrase; the syntax
of the ‘Agent-of’ and ‘Theme-of’ relations

• ‘the canon’: Chomsky (1981)

(1) Extended Projection Principle
a. all lexical information must be syntactically projected
b. clauses must have subjects

(2) è-Criterion
a. every argument must be assigned one and only one è-role
b. every è-role must be assigned to one and only one argument

(3) a. John destroyed *(it)
b. *(there) arrived a train at the station

(4) a. John sneezed (a mighty sneeze)
b. *John sneezed himself
c. John sneezed himself sick/silly/tired
d. *John sneezed sick/silly/tired

(5) a. John reintroduced Mary to Bill
b. John reintroduced himself to Bill
c. John reintroduced himself to himself
d. *John reintroduced to himself
e. *John reintroduced

• an influential addition to the canon: Baker (1988:46)

(6) Uniformity of Theta-Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH)
identical thematic relations between items are represented by identical structural
relations between these items at the level of D-structure

(7) a. the ‘Agent-of’ è-relation is represented by the ‘specifier of’ structural relation in vP
b. the ‘Theme-of’ è-relation is represented by the ‘specifier of’ structural relation in VP

NB1 UTAH as stated is about relations, not absolute positions

NB2 UTAH postulates one-way implicational relations between è-relations and structural relations
6 it is not legitimate to attribute to UTAH a matching of structural relations and thematic

relations
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(i) it is not obviously the case that the ‘specifier of’ structural relation in vP is bidirec-
tionally correlated with the ‘Agent-of’ thematic relation

6 but one could try to achieve biuniqueness either (a) by differentiating between vDO

and vCAUS (tying the specifier position of the former strictly to agentivity) or (b) by
representing the ‘Cause-of’ relationship underlyingly in a very different way from the
‘Agent-of’ relation, e.g. by capitalising on the role of P in my fingers froze from the
cold, with transitive-causative the cold froze my fingers then being the product of a
syntactic transformation —  perhaps similar to the be/have alternation in possessives

(ii) the ‘complement-of’ relationship in VP, one of the most widely exploited structural
relations in syntax, accommodates a variety of thematic relations, as well as
secondary predication

(8) ‘Larsonian’ VP-shell structures
a. [vP DPAgent [vN v [VP DPTheme [VN V [PP P DPLocation/Goal/Beneficiary]]]]] x put y on z
b. [vP DPAgent [vN v [VP DPTheme [VN V [AP A]]]]] x paint y green
c. [vP DPAgent [vN v [VP V DPPatient]]] x hit y

• configurational mapping of thematic relations in syntax: the Hale & Keyser programme
(starting with Hale & Keyser 1993)

6 though UTAH does not postulate biunique links between thematic relations and structural
positions, it is attractive to define (at least some) thematic relations in entirely configu-
rational terms

6 Hale & Keyser (1993) deliver on this promise only for the ‘Theme-of’ relation, which they
tie one-to-one to SpecVP

(9) Theme : SpecVP

BUT the Hale & Keyser programme has largely overlooked the fact that Themes are not confined
to verbal predication structures

(10) a. the New York Times put [John’s book]Theme on the best-seller list
b. [John’s book]Theme is on the New York Times best-seller list
c. with [John’s book]Theme on the New York Times best-seller list, he’s got it made
d. [John’s book]Theme on the best-seller list?! — no way!

(11) a. they grilled [the meat]Theme black
b. [the meat]Theme is black
c. with [the meat]Theme black, we won’t be able to enjoy it
d. [the meat]Theme black?! — what a shame!

6 postulating a VP in the structures of (10c,d) and (11c,d) is unsupported
6 even for the b–sentences it would be a stretch to postulate a lexical VP
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• important take-away: stative and locative predication (i.e., the kinds of predication relations
whose subject is a Theme) are quintessentially non-verbal, often involving no verbal predi-
cate at all

6 for at least a subset of constructions in which the Theme does appear to be an argument of
a verbal predicate, it can plausibly be argued that their syntax features a silent non-verbal
secondary predicate

(12) a. she killed [him]Theme she hit [the ball]Theme cf. she hit [him]Patient

b. she killed [him]Theme dead she hit [the ball]Theme away/out of the ballpark

6 Hoekstra (1988 et passim) has taken this further, to the general hypothesis that the ‘Theme-
of’ relation always involves a non-verbal (primary or secondary) predicate expressing a state,
location or path (usually realised as an AP or PP in languages such as English or Hungarian)

(13) Theme : subject of stative/locative predication
[SC [Subject DPTheme] [Predicate XPState/Location]] where ‘SC’ = ‘small clause’, and X = A/P

• we do not need to force a decision between (9) and (13) at this time
6 but three things are important to bear in mind in this connection:

(i) the emphasis on verbality that (9) embodies is over-rated

(ii) with small clauses being legitimate complements to V, it should be logically possible,
if (9) and (13) both exist, to combine the two in a single verbal construct with two
Themes

(14) [VP DPTheme [VN V [SC [Subject DPTheme] [Predicate XPState/Location]]]]

6 there is reason to believe that (single-tense) sentences with two Themes actually exist
— e.g., he is lying his back sore1

1 This English example is modelled on the attested case in (i) (https://archiveofourown.com/works/14366289).
Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2000:277) report that English positional verbs do not appear in resultative constructions of
this type. This overstates the case; but it is true that Dutch has an easier time constructing sentences of this type: see (ii).

(i) I wonder if you’ll still think it was worth it when you’re lying your back sore at home tomorrow
(ii) a. ik lig mijn rug door

I lie my back through
‘I am lying on my back so much that I am developing bedsores (decubitus ulcers) as a result’

b. ik sta mijn rug krom
I stand my back bent
‘I am getting a bent back as a result of standing up too much’

c. ik zit mijn kont plat
I sit my butt flat
‘I am sitting so much that my butt is getting flat(tened)’

Note also (iiia), adapted from Hoekstra & Mulder’s (1990) (20b), and (iiib). In these sentences, the resultative secondary
predicate is not predicated of a body-part noun phrase. As Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2000) note, English can
occasionally mimic this: Dutch (iiib) can be transposed directly to English, as in (iiic).
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(iii) combining (9) and (13) in this way opens up the possibility of making a structural
distinction between ‘plain’ Themes and so-called affected Themes (i.e., Themes that
‘measure out’ the event, in the sense of Tenny’s work) — this will be relevant in
connection with the discussion of the conative alternation later in the course

• the preceding discussion has emphasised the fact that the ‘Theme-of’ relation is (a) a
predication relation and (b) not the privilege of verbs

6 both are likely to be true for the ‘Cause-of’ relation, too (recall the remark at the top of p. 2)
6 that the ‘Agent-of’ relation involves predication is one of the oldest chestnuts of the Western

linguistic/philosophical tradition — but whether it is restricted to verbal predication depends
on one’s outlook on the active/passive diathesis alternation, one of the topics for DAY 2

• PREDICATION is a fundamental property of the syntax/semantics interface of human natural
language
[for some background on predication at the syntax/semantics interface, see the APPENDIX]

6 at least since Williams (1980), the insight that the syntax of predication is tightly constrained
has been a central focus of research in the generative framework

6 for Williams (1980), the key constraint imposed on predication relations in syntax is mutual
c-command — the predicate and its subject must each c-command the other

(15) a. he was drunk
b. she fed him drunk
c. he left the party drunk

(16) a. the meat was raw
b. he ate the meat raw
c. *he ate at the meat raw

6 Williams works with syntactic structures that are a lot ‘flatter’ than the ones in vogue today
6 in today’s terms, it is not feasible to impose a condition of mutual c-command on predication

• indeed, predication structures are often marked by the fact that a meaningless element
structurally intervenes between the predicate and its subject

(17) a. she considered him a liar
b. she regarded him as a liar
c. she took him for a liar
d. she turned him into a liar
e. she made him out a liar

(iii) a. hij zit een gat in de stoel
he sits a hole in the chair
‘he is sitting on the chair so much that a hole is developing in the seat cushion’

b. hij heeft de vergadering uit gezeten
he has the meeting out sat
‘he sat the meeting out, he remained seated until the meeting was over’

c. he sat the meeting out
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NB the P-elements in (17b–e) do not necessarily deserve a homogeneous treatment
6 but at the very least in the case of (17e) there is no way to treat the P-element as a transitive

preposition projecting a garden-variety PP: out in (17e) is a particle (P but not transitive)

6 regardless of one’s specific assumptions regarding the status of the P-elements in (17b–e),
the presence of these elements is a symmetry breaker that makes (17b–e) difficult to
reconcile with Williams’ (1980) mutual (or symmetric) c-command condition

• in Den Dikken (2006), the hypothesis is advanced that predication relations in syntax are
fundamentally asymmetrical in structure: it is never legitimate for the predicate and its
subject to engage in a symmetrical structural relationship

6 predication relations are always structurally mediated by a functional category, called the
RELATOR

6 the P-elements in (17b–e) are taken to be exponents of the RELATOR

(17N) a. she considered [RP [Subject him] [RN RELATOR=i [Predicate a liar]]]
b. she regarded  [RP [Subject him] [RN RELATOR=as [Predicate a liar]]]
c. she took  [RP [Subject him] [RN RELATOR=for [Predicate a liar]]]
d. she turned  [RP [Subject him] [RN RELATOR=into [Predicate a liar]]]
e. she made  [RP [Subject him] [RN RELATOR=out [Predicate a liar]]]

• though fundamentally asymmetrical, predication relations are not directional — that is, it is
not the case that the subject must always asymmetrically c-command the predicate in the
underlying syntax

6 predication structures exist in which the underlying asymmetrical relationship between the
predicate and its subject is established in such a way that the predicate is higher than the
subject

(18) a. that idiot doctor prescribed me the wrong medication
b. that idiot of a doctor prescribed me the wrong medication

(19) [RP [Predicate idiot] [RN RELATOR={i/of} [Subject {i/a} doctor]]]

NB1 when the predicate asymmetrically c-commands the subject, the RELATOR can also be spelled
out overtly (under certain circumstances): of in (18b)

NB2 the predication structure in (19) is embedded in a nominal (not a clausal) environment
6 this puts its finger on another important property of predication: its domain-insensitivity

• predication relations whose underlying syntax has the subject asymmetrically c-commanding
the predicate are called CANONICAL predications
[RP [Subject xNP] [RN RELATOR [Predicate XP]]]

• predication relations whose underlying syntax has the predicate asymmetrically c-
commanding the subject are called REVERSE predications
[RP [Predicate XP] [RN RELATOR [Subject xNP]]]
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• underlyingly CANONICAL predications can give rise to a surface output in which the predicate
asymmetrically c-commands the subject

6 this can come about via a variety of Â-movement operations (incl. wh-movement, focus
fronting, topicalisation)

6 but it can also come about in the absence of Â-movement of the predicate, via PREDICATE

INVERSION

(20) a. Mary Moe seems to be [Predicate a particularly strong candidate]
b. [Predicate how strong (of) a candidate] does she seem to be?
c. [Predicate a particularly strong candidate], she doesn’t seem to be
d. [Predicate a particularly strong candidate] seems to be Mary Moe

6 in the syntax of (20d), the predicate is A-moved around its subject into the structural subject
position of the clause

6 predicate inversion can also target the subject position of a non-finite clause, as in (21b) —
an environment in which Â-fronting of the predicate is not available (because the infinitival
clause embedded under consider lacks an Â left periphery)

(21) a. they consider Mary Moe to be [Predicate a particularly strong candidate]
b. they consider [Predicate a particularly strong candidate] to be Mary Moe

NB in both (20a) and (21a), to be is optional — but in the predicate inversion constructions in
(20d) and (21b), to be cannot be omitted: see (20dN), (21bN)

6 a similar effect can be observed in the nominal domain: cf. (18) and (22)

(20dN) *[Predicate a particularly strong candidate] seems Mary Moe
(21bN) *they consider [Predicate a particularly strong candidate] Mary Moe

(22) a. #that idiot doctor just wrecked my car
b. that idiot of a doctor just wrecked my car

6 while (18) involves a reverse predication structure (see (19)), the examples in (22) are based
on a canonical predication structure, with predicate inversion ensuing in the course of the
derivation

6 predicate inversion requires the use of of — the counterpart in the nominal domain of the
copula be

• this points to the significance of the COPULA in the licensing of predicate inversion
6 in order for the predicate to be able to move around its subject, the RELATOR must move to

the F-head in whose specifier the raised predicate lands: see (23b)
6 the obligatory head movement of the RELATOR to F is signalled by spelling out F+R as COP

(23) a. [RP [Subject xNP] [RN RELATOR [Predicate XP]]]
b. [FP [Predicate XP] [FN F+RELATOR [RP [Subject xNP] [RN tR tPred]]]]
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• the functional head ‘F’ in (23b) I have referred to in my work (see Den Dikken 2006, i.a.)
as a LINKER — a head that (a) links the landing-site of the predicate to the structure whence
it moved, and (b) links the landing-site of predicate inversion to the base position of the
subject of predication, via the equidistance relation resulting from R-to-F raising

• in languages in which copular elements are otherwise (frequently) optional, they are obliga-
tory in the presence of predicate inversion, as an overt signal of the application of predicate
inversion and concomitant R-to-F raising

• both the RELATOR and the LINKER (i.e., the landing-site of obligatory raising of the RELATOR

in predicate inversion constructions) are abstract functional categories
– both can be spelled out by copular elements; but copular elements are not the only

elements that can spell them out
– neither is pre-ordained to be spelled out by a particular kind of element: in English,

(forms of) be and of can be used as exponents of both
– for both, it is possible in principle for lexical elements to be recruited as exponents:

see the use of lexical Ps as RELATORs in (17), (17N); the V-head mediating the
relation between the PP and the DPTheme in ‘Larsonian’ (8a) can also be thought of as
a RELATOR (one that has an explicit manner component)

• thinking along these lines, (re)consider the decomposition of agentive-causative predicates
along the lines of the 1960s generative semantics movement (McCawley 1968), as in (25)
[here I am setting aside McCawley’s further decomposition of dead into the abstract negative
predicate NOT and alive, for which there is no explicit support; also, I am using ‘ACT’ rather
than ‘DO’ as the label for the abstract agentive head, and I am further decomposing ‘BECOME’
into its component parts: aspectual ‘COME/GO’ and copular ‘BE’]

(24) a. John (almost) blinded Bill
b. John <almost> acted to <almost> cause Bill to <almost> go <almost> blind

(25) [Johni [ACT [eci [CAUS [Billj [COME/GO [ecj [BE [blind]]]]]]]

6 blind is a predicate head, its AP serving as the predicate for Bill
6 BE is the RELATOR of the adjectival predicate blind to its subject
6 COME/GO is an aspectual head, not a predicate and not involved in the establishment of a

predication relation; Bill raises into the specifier position of COME/GO for licensing purposes
6 CAUS is a RELATOR connecting the caused event (Bill to go blind) to its subject (John)
6 ACT introduces the Agent; it can be thought of as a RELATOR equivalent to Chomskyan v
6 analysed this way, none of the heads in small caps in (25) is actually a predicate head

NB while the ec coindexed with Bill in (25) is definitely a trace (or silent copy), the one
coindexed with John is more likely to be an instance of PRO
[on the ‘movement theory of control’ (MTC), this is a non-issue; but I am not endorsing the
MTC here, holding on instead to the hypothesis that no argument can be associated with
more than one è-role (one of the clauses of the è-Criterion)]
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• we will return at the outset of DAY 2 to the representation of causative constructions
6 the idea that CAUS is a RELATOR of a predication relation (rather than a predicate head) will

be corroborated in the analysis of causative/inchoative alternations

APPENDIX — predication at the interface of syntax and meaning

• predication: property ascription; set intersection
6 in (1a,b), intersection of the sets denoted by beautiful and city

(1) a. this city is beautiful
b. this beautiful city

NB the literature on modification is replete with cases of non-intersective modification, as in
(2.ii) (a case of subsective modification: beautiful modifies not the whole of dancer but the
eventive verb on which dancer is based)

(2) she is a beautiful dancer
i. she, a dancer who may not be particularly good at dancing, is beautiful as a person
ii. she, a person who may not be particularly pretty, dances beautifully

6 there is an elaborate typology of non-intersective modification
6 it may be possible to represent all of these as intersective at heart

• property ascription and set intersection are both semantic aspects of predication — and in-
deed, discussion of predication dates back to Aristotle (in De poetica), in the language-
philosophical context

(3) THREE ARISTOTELIAN OPPOSITIONS

a. ousia (Latin essentia, substantia) ~ symbebekos (Latin accidens)
‘being/substance/entity’ (< einai) ‘quality/property’

b. hypokeimenon (Latin subiectum) ~ kategoroumenon (Latin praedicatum)
‘underlying element’ (cf. topic) ‘statement’ (cf. comment)

c. onoma (Latin nomen) ~ rhema (Latin verbum)
‘noun’ ‘verb’

NB classical Greek philosophy makes terminological distinctions between the subject and the
predicate at three different levels:
– (3a): semantics
– (3b): ??
– (3c): morphology

6 of these three levels, the middle one is the hardest to make sense of — are we talking about
syntax or information structure (semantics/pragmatics) here?
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6 Appolonius Dyscolus, in the 2nd century AD, took subiectum to mean ‘the entity which the
sentence is about’ — thus taking an information-structural approach to the term, equivalent
to what the Prague School later called the theme, and which (in order to avoid confusion with
the è-role of the same name) the generative approach usually calls the topic)

• ironically, it is precisely the terms in (3b) that have given rise to the standard modern
terminology for talking about predication relations, via Latin subiectum ‘subject’ and
praedicatum ‘predicate’
– Boethius (500 AD) introduced these Latin terms into logic
– in the late Middle Ages, these terms made their appearance in grammatical analysis

• confusion continued to be rife regarding the interpretation of these terms, and the new
terminology that occasionally sprang up only added to this confusion
– for ‘subject’ as ‘entity having a certain property ascribed to it by the predicate’, the

Latin term suppositum was introduced in work from the 6th c. AD, but this new term
did not help eradicate confusion about the notion ‘subject of predication’: the late
medieval Italian grammarian Giovanni da San Ginesio used suppositum to refer to
either ‘what the sentence is about’ or ‘what precedes the main verb’

– the 17th c. Port Royal grammarians (writing in French) juxtaposed sujet to verbe, thus
mixing (3b) and (3c)
[NB: for non-verbal predicates, the Port Royal grammarians used the term attribut,
which has survived into the present as the name for the predicate in adnominal cases
of property ascription: ‘attributive modification’]

– early 20th c. Prague School linguistics and their Functional Sentence Perspective
juxtaposed rheme (from (3c)) to theme in an analysis of predication relations in
information structure/discourse (theme . ‘topic’; rheme . ‘comment’)

• there continues to be considerable confusion concerning the application of the terms ‘subject’
– thematic subject = the recipient of the external è-role from the predicate
– logical subject = the information-structural ‘theme/topic’
– grammatical subject = the controller of grammatical subject properties (incl.

finite verb agreement, nominative case, control of
PRO, inversion with the finite verb)

• in logic, sets are intersected with the help of an operator relating the two sets to one another

(4) {A} 1 {B}
‘set A intersects with set B; sets A and B intersect’

  A             B

6 in the syntax of predication, too, predication relations are always mediated by something —
a head creating an asymmetrical structural relationship between the two terms (a RELATOR)
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(5) [RP [XP] [RELATOR [YP]]]

6 the RELATOR in the syntax of predication relations can be equated with the logical operator
in (4), 1

• there are proposals on the market for the syntax of (certain) predication relations which do
not postulate a head mediating the relationship

6 thus, Moro’s dynamic antisymmetry directly merges the phrases XP and YP, as in (5N)

(5N) [? [XP] [YP]]

6 this raises the question of what the label of the constituent emerging from merging XP and
YP could be (see the ‘?’ in (5N))

6 for Moro, and Chomsky in his wake, the symmetry of (5N) and the concomitant difficulty with
labelling the output of such XP–YP structures is a trigger for movement of either XP (John
is [t my best friend]) or YP (my best friend is [John t]) out of the constituent identified by ‘?’

6 but it is far from clear that subject–predicate structures must always be ‘broken up’ by
movement of either XP or YP: (6) appears to represent a perfectly intact subject–predicate
structure embedded under the verb consider or the preposition with, with no apparent
movement of either XP or YP taking place

(6) a. they elected him president
b. with him president, they will be in good hands

• note that (6) optionally features the element as between the constituents denoting the subject
and the predicate, as in (7)

(7) a. they elected him as their president
b. with him as their president, they will be in good hands 

6 this as can reasonably be viewed as the exponent of the RELATOR of the predication relation
between XP and YP in (5)

• given that (5) is not only a natural translation of the logical representation of set intersection
(arguably common to all linguistic predication, incl. attributive and adverbial modification;
recall Port Royal’s attribut as the term for non-verbal predicates) but also empirically sup-
ported in light of (7), we can take (5) to be the common underlier of all predication in syntax

DAY 2 argument structure alternations – esp. causative/inchoative alternation (My fingers froze from the
cold ~ The cold froze my fingers),  active/passive  alternation (The government froze the funding ~
The funding was frozen by the government), conative alternation (Inflation ate up the funding ~
Inflation ate away at the funding), dative/applicative alternation (She froze a popsicle for me ~ She
froze me a popsicle), middle voice (Funding freezes easily)


